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July 17, 2020 
 
 
Dear OVSD Parents, 
 
On July 8, 2020, we informed you that OVSD was moving forward with two options for families when we 
return to school in the fall: an In-Person Model and a Virtual Model.  Today, Governor Newsom outlined 
directives that must be met for the reopening of in-person instruction for all schools in California.  In-
person instruction may not commence until a county has been off the Governor’s watchlist for 14 days.  
  
What does this mean for Ocean View?   
 
If the number of COVID-19 cases do not decrease in Orange County, all OVSD schools and students will 
begin school via a rigorous distance learning model.  However, it is important to note that the start of 
school, September 9th, is still more than 7 weeks away.  With that in mind, we are moving forward with 
fully developing our initial plans to offer two programs:  1) Daily In-Person Model and 2)  Ocean View 
Virtual Academy - 100% virtual learning with support from an OVSD credentialed teacher. In addition, the 
District is making plans for a Hybrid Model, should that become necessary, with students in school ½ 
time and distance learning ½ time. 

With student and staff safety as our top priority, we originally aligned our plans with the California 
Department of Public Health and Orange County Health Care Agency guidelines, and we will continue to 
do so 

 
Governor Newsom’s California Pandemic Plan for Schools Summary 

1. Safe in-person school based on local health data. 
a. Counties must have 14 consecutive days of declining COVID-19 cases 

2. Mask requirements 
a. Required for all staff 
b. Required for students in 3rd grade and above 
c. Encouraged for students below 3rd grade 

3. Physical distancing and other adaptations 
a. Staff must maintain 6 feet of distance between themselves and students 
b. Students should physically distance from each other to the extent possible 

4. Regular testing and dedicated contact tracing 
a. Staff will be tested regularly and  
b. Contact tracing will be provided by state 

5. Rigorous distance learning 
a. Access to devices and connectivity for all students 
b. Live interaction between teacher and other students 
c. Challenging assignments 
d. Adapted lessons for English learners and Special Education students 

 
The governor also outlined circumstances under which a classroom, school or district would have to 
close. Working with county public health officials, district officials should shutter a classroom or school if it 
reaches a 5 percent COVID-19 positivity rate and districts should pivot back to distance learning when 25 
percent of their campuses have positive cases. 
 
Orange County had a total of 27,904 COVID-19 cases as of Thursday and is one of 33 counties on the 
state’s monitoring list based on rising case counts. The governor’s latest order places the responsibility 



on these counties to bring their rates down before in-person instruction can resume.  The OVSD Board of 
Trustees will make final decisions regarding reopening within the scope of the Governor’s orders.  As a 
reminder, the Orange County Board of Education does not dictate the reopening plans for OVSD. 
 
The personal interaction between the student and the teachers is one of the most important and 
beneficial aspects of school.  Help us bring down the COVID-19 cases, so that we can resume in-person 
schooling for our students.  As Governor Newsome said today, “Learning is non-negotiable. Neither is 
safety.” 
 
What can you do? 

 Wear a mask 

 Physically distance 

 Wash your hands 

 Minimize mixing 
 
Our approach has been to plan for a full spectrum of requirements around facial coverings, protective 
barriers, physical distancing, symptom screening, and enhanced cleaning and sanitizing procedures, 
recognizing that conditions may call for full or partial implementation of these measures based on state 
guidance. The Governor’s new directives reinforce that we have been on the right track in our planning 
and the clarification of the state-level expectations will help us hone plans for when students do return to 
campuses. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Carol Hansen 
Superintendent 

 
 


